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Introduction

The term “outsourcing” is a compound noun made of two words: “out” and
“sourcing”. According to Power, Desouza and Bonifazi1 “sourcing” refers to contracting
work, responsibilities or decisions to someone else, the way managers delegate work
to their employees. “Out” suggests transferring to a foreign contractor. As Heywood2

claims, the object of outsourcing are inter- company business functions, activities and
processes as well as the respective assets which are handed over to a third-party
service provider who is specially qualified to perform these services within a specified
time period and at an agreed competitive price. A distinctive characteristic of outsourcing
is the striving towards the building of a long-term cooperation, based on contractors’
mutual trust (Brown and Wilson, 20053). The long-term character of the process calls
for senior managers’ participation in decision making concerning outsourcing, which,
in any one company, places it within the range of strategic planning. Essentially, its
role consists in defining the basic priorities in the field of outsourcing in response to the
dynamic environment, the globalization of the economy, changes in the market situation,
change in the company’s competitive advantages and positions. According to L.
Varamezov4, the decision to outsource activities “is among the hardest choices facing
management and should not be taken lightly”. He goes on to add that it is necessary
”for organizations to perform a re-assessment of existing processes, technologies,
products or services in order to focus on the strategic activities for the organization”5.

The aim of this article is to bring forward the types of strategies and relationships
in the field of outsourcing and present a methodology for their characterization.

To achieve this aim, the following major research tasks have been set:
- Generalize the basic characteristics of the outsourcing strategy;
- Define the types of outsourcing strategy according to their “width” and “depth”;
- Define research criteria to study relationships between outsourcing partners

and the manners of their categorization;
- Draw fundamental conclusions about the essence and content of the outsourcing

strategy.
1 Power, M. J., K. Desouza, C. Bonifazi. The Outsourcing Handbook. How to Implement a Successful

Outsourcing Process. Kogan Page Ltd., London and Philadelphia, 2006, p. 1-2.
2 Heywood, B. J. The Outsourcing Dilemma: The Search for Competitiveness. Pearson Education Ltd.,

Great Britain, 2001, p. 27.
3 Brown, D., S. Wilson. The Black Book of Outsourcing. How to Manage the Changes, Challenges, and

Opportunities. John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New Jersey, 2005, p. 20.
4 Varamezov, L. Outsourcing (The idea that we cannot make everything by ourselves). Academic Publishing

House “Tsenov”, library “Education and Science”, book 29, Svishtov, 2012, p. 82.
5 Varamezov, Op. cit., 2012, p. 82.
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1. Essence and peculiarities of the outsourcing strategy

Strategy is, according to Porter6, the creation of a unique and valuable position
comprising several activities. He goes on to add that when formulating a strategy one
should also take into consideration what one shouldn’t do. Competitive strategy is
about being different and leads to a choice from a set of activities bringing along a mix
of values. Daniell7 points out that strategy is both an art and a science aiming to
achieve a definite vision, objective or higher value for the business organization by
means of purposeful action, while according to Burkholder8 strategy is an action plan
for the achievement of definite goals that have been pre-defined in the process of
formulating the organization’s mission and objectives. These characteristics apply to
both corporate strategy and outsourcing strategy. In this line of thoughts, if we assume
that corporate strategy shows the way to achieving corporate goals, then outsourcing
strategy is directed towards the goals pertaining to the transfer of facilities. Speaking
of outsourcing strategy we need to take the entire outsourcing process for a starting
point. The correct definition can only be made after a detailed analysis of the
environment, formulation of clear goals, assessment of the benefits and risks involved
in the export of activities, etc. Based on this, we believe that the essential characteristics
of the outsourcing strategy are the following:

- It is based on corporate strategy and maps the road to achieving the goals in
the outsourcing policy of the company;

- It reflects the changes expected in the environment the company operates in;
- The need for developing the strategy stems from the fact that accomplishing

outsourcing goals contributes towards achieving the company’s corporate
goals.

In our opinion, the right set of tools for characterization of the strategy is a
methodology including defining outsourcing “width” and “depth”. Gilley and Rasheed9

define width according to the number of outsourced activities’ share in the overall
number of activities that the business performs. Depth relates to the proportion of
every activity that has been assigned to an outside contractor to perform. The authors
quoted use this approach in order to prove the influence of the intensity10of the practised
outsourcing on the economic activity of the firm. Since in certain cases it might be
very difficult to break down a particular activity into parts, we propose another approach

6 Porter, M. What is Strategy? Harvard Business Review, Harvard Business School Publishing, November-
December 1996, pp.60-78.

7 Daniell, M. The Elements of Strategy. A Pocket Guide to the Essence of Successful Business Strategy.
Palgrave Macmillan, New York, 2006, p. 1.

8 Burkholder, Nicholas. Outsourcing. The Definitive View, Applications, And Implications. John Wiley
& Sons, Inc., 2006, p. 33.

9 Gilley, K. M., A. Rasheed. Making More by Doing Less: An Analysis of Outsourcing and Its Effect on
Firm Performance, Journal of Management, Vol. 26, No. 4, 2000, pp. 763-790.

10 In K. M. Gilley and A. Rasheed’s study the intensity of outsourcing is a summarizing indicator,
containing its width and depth (during the contracting out of core and peripheral activities) and it is also
one of the factors to influence the overall performance of the firm. The remaining factors are the
dynamics of the environment and the peculiarities of corporate strategy.
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to the study of the above mentioned categories. In determining width the number of
company functions affected by outsourcing is studied, and in determining depth – the
number of activities in the particular functional area. It should be emphasized that the
categories of “width” and “depth” in themselves do not have strategy status, but are
only used as measurement tools on the basis of which the company’s outsourcing
strategy is to be defined. In our opinion the set of tools we identified is appropriate, in
that it allows us to link the range of the economic activity with the level of outsourcing
that is practised. It is an important fact that defining the outsourcing strategy does not
preclude the process of contracting activities out to a third party agent, but sets the
limits and the direction for this process to be planned and forecasted.

For quantitative measurement of the “width” and “depth” values we suggest
that formulae 1 and 2 be used.

(1)

Where:
W(outs) – width of outsourcing;
F(outs) – number of functions affected by outsourcing;
Nf – total number of functions.
The quotient ”W(outs)”varies within the range of 0 – 1. With W(outs)=0, the

business does not practise outsourcing. With W(outs)=1 the business has outsourced
activities relating to each of the company’s functional areas.

(2)

Where:
D(outs) – depth of outsourcing;
Act(outs) – activities affected by outsourcing;
Nact – Total number of activities included in the function.
The quotient “D(outs)” also varies within the 0 – 1 range. The quotient is

calculated separately for each affected function. With D(outs)=0 it follows that the
functional area is not affected by outsourcing. In practice, if the quotient is only
calculated for the affected functions, then a D(outs)=0 does not exist. With D(outs)=1
it follows that all activities belonging to the particular functional area are affected by
outsourcing. In this case we can speak of functional outsourcing11 or outsourcing of
entire business processes within the range of the particular function.

To study the depth of outsourcing for the business as a whole, formula 3 can be used.

(3)
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1 1 Functional outsourcing is present when all or a significantly large number of activities belonging to a certain
functional area are contracted out to a third party. The grouping together of activities into functional areas
has an individual character for each company. Typically they include activities like: human resources,
production, marketing, finance, research and development, supply and distribution, etc.
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Where:
DF(outs) – depth of outsourcing for the whole company;
Di(outs) – depth of the i-th function;
F(outs) – number of functions affected by outsourcing.
In order for the outsourcing strategy of a company to be studied and typologized,

it is necessary that the width and depth of the company’s functional areas and activities
be presented as a combination. To this end we suggest that a matrix be built (fig.1), on
whose X-axis we enter the meanings of the depth of the practiced outsourcing – the
„DF(outs)” quotient.

Figure 1. “Outsourcing strategy” Matrix

Thus three values of depth are formed: small (0-0.33); medium (0.34-0.66) and
big (0.67-1.00)12. On the Y-axis we enter, respectively, the meanings according to
width, calculated using the „W(outs)” quotient. Again, there can be distinguished a
small (0-0.33); medium (0.34-0.66) and big (0.67-1.00) width. In the combination of
width and depth, 9 zones emerge, each characterizing a certain type of outsourcing
strategy. Based on these, 9 types of outsourcing strategy can be outlined:

Zone 1 is characterized by a selective outsourcing strategy (small depth and
small width). When using this strategy, the company contracts out only a small proportion
of its activities and these activities have been carefully selected according to the
needs of the economic performance. Zone 1 is distinguished by the greatest degree of
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1 2 Values 0.33 and 0.66 result as average quantities for the 0-1 range, dividing it into three equal sections
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selectivity and the smallest number of both affected functions and the total number of
affected activities.

Zone 2 is characterized by the strategy of a selective, function- orientated
outsourcing (small width and medium depth). The total number of outsourced activities
is larger, but they are limited to fewer functional areas.

Zone 3 – strategy of functional outsourcing (small width and big depth).
Under this strategy a large number of activities have been outsourced, but these activities
affect few functional areas.

Zone 4 – strategy of selective, activity-orientated outsourcing (small depth
and medium width). A small number of activities have been outsourced, but they
belong to a wider range of functional areas.

Zone 5 – strategy of balanced outsourcing (medium width and medium depth).
The company has contracted out a reasonable number of activities that affect
approximately half of the company’s functional areas.

Zone 6 – strategy of a large-scale, in-depth outsourcing (medium width and
big depth). A large number of activities have been outsourced, belonging to
approximately half of the functional areas of the company.

Zone 7 – strategy of dispersed outsourcing (small depth but big width). A
small number of activities have been outsourced but belonging to all (with W(outs)=1)
or nearly all functional areas.

Zone 8 – strategy of a wide, large-scale outsourcing (big width and medium
depth). About half of the total number of activities, affecting all or nearly all functional
areas of the company, have been contracted out.

Zone 9 – strategy of total outsourcing (big width and big depth). All or nearly all
activities belonging to all or nearly all functional areas of the company have been outsourced.

Point “А” from the matrix (fig. 1) reflecting DF(outs)=1 and W(outs)=1 is possible
only in the case of having the whole production done by hiring outside contractors.
Such a situation would be plausible in offshore outsourcing, where large multinational
companies set up entire manufacturing complexes overseas and these factories are
managed by executives who have nothing to do with the parent company.13

To sum up, we believe that companies have at their disposal a number of variants in
using outsourcing as an instrument for enhancing economic efficiency. To succeed, defining
a strategy as a means to achieve outsourcing goals is of great importance. As it has
become clear, it is necessary that this strategy be formulated along with the corporate and
functional strategies of the company, and all three strategies be tied up and balanced. This
requirement is dictated by the existing links between outsourcing and the separate functional
areas, as well as by the connection to one of the essential principles of planning the company’s
economic activity; the subordination of parts of the plan to the overall business plan.
1 3 Examples of such companies are mostly found in the automobile industry, textiles, food and high-tech

sectors. According to a report by the international consultancy company A. T. Kearney, Bulgaria ranks
17th in the world as an attractive outsourcing destination for multinationals in 2011. See “A.T.
Kearney Global Services Location Index, 2011”. At present, this activity is been performed in the
country by companies like IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Coca-Cola, the Canadian company „Telus”, Johnson
Controls, Great Wall, etc.
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When planning in the area of outsourcing, along with defining the type of strategy,
it is also necessary to study the relationships between the business partners. According
to McIvor14, the choice of the optimal relationships is of immense importance for the
success of the strategy followed and achieving the goals set.

2. Peculiarities of the relationships between outsourcing partners

When studying the kind of contractors’ relationships in outsourcing, we need to
explore the degree of mutual commitment. In our opinion the factors that most influence
this commitment are broadly the following:

First, the length of the outsourcing contract;
Second, the degree of dependency15.
As has been pointed out already, long-term relationships prevail in outsourcing.

At the same time, under unfavourable economic circumstances and trends and a
volatile business environment, there are obstacles to long-term planning and companies
choose shorter-term business solutions in order to keep their positions on the market.
Therefore, the length of the eventual outsourcing contract can be divided into three
groups: up to 2 years; from 2 to 5 years and over 5 years.

As for the degree of dependency on the supplier, that encompasses several sub-
factors, and namely: value of funds engaged in starting business with the partner;
value of resources transferred to the supplier; degree of flexibility of the contract16;
meaning of the supplier’s work about the economic end results for the client.

In our opinion, the degree of dependency can be established by means of an
evaluation of each of the sub-factors on a five-grade scale (Table 1). Weight determines
the importance of each indicator in the overall evaluation. As most important is defined
the indicator “meaning for the end results”, followed by “flexibility of contract”,

1 4 McIvor, R. The Outsourcing Process. Strategies for Evaluation and Management, Cambridge University
Press., 2005, p. 223.

1 5 By “degree of dependency” we mean the extent to which the client party in the relationship depends
on the performance of the supplier of outsourcing services.

1 6 The extent is meant to which the contract’s terms and conditions can be changed.

Indicators Weight Significance Grade Significance
Funds engaged 0.15 little 1 2 3 4 5 much
Resources transferred 0.15 little 1 2 3 4 5 much
Flexibility of contract 0.3 flexible 1 2 3 4 5 stable
Meaning for end results 0.4 little 1 2 3 4 5 great

Strong client Strong supplier

Table 1

Evaluation of the degree of dependency upon the supplier
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“resources transferred” and “funds engaged”. This is so, because irrespective of how
much funding and resources have been dedicated, given a flexible contract, they can
be utilized back again or the conditions of their governance can be changed in time.

On the other hand, the greater the significance of the supplier for the end result,
the stronger he is and in a better position to press on the client. The final evaluation of
the degree of dependency for the particular contract is defined as a sum of the weighed
grades for each of the criteria along formula 4.

(4)

Where:
Rel –degree of dependency;
Хi – grade for i-th indicator;
Yi – weight of i-th indicator.
The “Rel” quotient varies from 1 to 5, depending on the grades. The more its

significance, the stronger the supplier is, and the client is in a less favourable position,
and vice versa; with a lower “Rel” value the client’s strength is growing. In the case
of average value of the summary weighed grade, the positions of the outsourcing
partners are approximately equalized.17

To find out the degree of commitment with the supplier there will have to be
combined the significances18 of both groups of indicators: length of contract and
dependency on the supplier (fig. 2). Resulting from the combination is a matrix,
consisting of nine areas with the following characteristics:

Area 1 (short-term contract; low degree of dependence) – very low level of
commitment to the supplier;

Areas 2 and 4 (medium-term contract; low degree of dependence and short-
term contract; medium degree of dependence) – low level of commitment to the
supplier;

,Rel
4

1




i

YiXi

1 7 With the five-grade scale we use, the average grade, where partners’ strengths are approximately equal
is grade 3.

1 8 The nine areas division is carried out according to the significance of the established indicators. Based
on the length of contract three levels for this indicator are formulated: short-term (up to 2 years);
medium-term (over 2 up to 5 years) and long-term (over 5 years). Based on the dependency upon
supplier, another 3 values have been found: low dependency (0-1.66); medium (1.67-3.33) and high
(3.34-5.00). Values for the indicator (1.66 and 3.33) have been calculated as average values for the 0-5
range, dividing it into equal intervals.
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Figure 2. “Degree of commitment to supplier” Matrix

Areas 3, 5 and 7 (long-term contract with low degree of dependency; mid-
term contract with medium degree of dependency; short-term contract with high degree
of dependency) – characterized as moderate/reasonable commitment to supplier;

Areas 6 and 8 (long-term contract with medium degree of dependency; mid-
term contract with high degree of dependency) – characterized by high commitment
to supplier;

Area 9 (long-term contract and high degree of dependency) – very high level
of commitment.

What follows in conclusion is that the characterization of the relationships between
outsourcing partners is as important as the development of effective strategy. It is
necessary to carefully establish the company’s priorities in a strategic aspect, so that
the most-suitable type of future outsourcing relationships is found. The connection
between the length of contract and the interdependency between client and supplier is
also very important in the outsourcing of activities.

Based on what has been pointed out so far, we can come up with the following
conclusions and recommendations for managers, in order to facilitate their work,
and particularly the tasks concerning the formulation of a general policy in the practice
of outsourcing:

• The strategic character of outsourcing calls for the development of an adequate
strategy about its effective implementation. For this purpose managers should
have detailed knowledge of the peculiarities of their company – its mission, its
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objectives, strategic plans, functional areas, processes and activities, as well
as the specific features of the business environment and tie these up with the
planning of outsourcing.

• A suitable means for defining the outsourcing strategy of the company is the
study of the outsourcing width and depth. This approach can be implemented
both in the case of existing outsourcing contracts in order to perform a re-
valuation, and in planning new ones. Managers should be well aware that
strategies of great width (the strategy of dispersed outsourcing; the strategy
of a wide, large-scale outsourcing and the strategy of total outsourcing) demand
more effort, a great deal of expertise and are harder to implement because of
the fact that the outsourced activities belong to various functional areas.

• Defining the optimal relationships between the outsourcing partners is important
in view of the correct identification of the priorities in the cooperation with
outside contractors, as well as the adequate modelling of the outsourcing service
contract. In a very dynamic environment companies should seek relationships
characterized by lower degree of dependency upon the supplier, including a
contract of significant flexibility, and a relatively small influence of the outside
contractor on the end results of the client company. On the other hand, under
favourable business conditions, outsourcing should be based on long-term
relationships of mutual trust and interdependence.

Conclusion

Outsourcing is an effective instrument for achieving competitive advantage in
today’s business environment. An important stage of the planning of activities within
the outsourcing range for any one company is establishing the company’s strategic
priorities at a corporate level, so that these priorities correspond to the dynamics of the
environment and the changes in market conditions. Typically for this kind of relationships,
the best outsourcing strategy and the most suitable relationships are an individual
solution for the particular company. The methodology for their characterization that
we have proposed in this paper is important in both theoretical and practical aspect.
On the one hand it brings forward strategic core characteristics of outsourcing; on the
other hand it would be of great help for managers when they plan a purposeful
outsourcing policy, which is crucial for achieving a long-term high competitiveness.
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STRATEGIC ASPECTS OF OUTSOURCING

Assist. Prof. Vladi Kurshumov

Abstract

The decisions in the area of outsourcing are of importance to the competitiveness of
each and every company and are among the main priorities of top management. It is necessary
for managers to develop an adequate outsourcing strategy, based on the indicators breadth
and depth. It must be bound both to the corporate and the functional strategies of the firm.
Along with the type of strategy it is necessary to determine also the most suitable business
relations among partners in accordance with their commitment and interdependence for
achieving efficient economic activity.

Keywords: outsourcing, outsourcing strategy, outsourcing relations.


